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1. Summary of dissemination activities
The dissemination activities during the first half of the project were executed within Task 4.1 of the
Impact Maximization work package (WP4). A brief overview of these activities was already presented
in the first periodical technical report. In the current deliverable, we offer additional details about the
work conducted. The project dissemination activities include:






1.1

Development and maintenance of sites related to the project: main project website, summer
school websites;
Announcements of actions organized in the project, supported by promotional materials such
as posters (including the design of these materials);
Press releases and participation in events with the purpose of presenting the project;
Dissemination of scientific results in the project’s area, acknowledging the EU support, joined
with participation in external specialization sessions (Task 2.5);
Other activities: issue of online PhD workshop proceedings associated with the first project
summer school (deliverable D4.4), search for new target groups and collection of e-mail addresses for announcements of project activities.

Websites

Three websites were set up as part of EBSIS dissemination activities.
The main project website was presented in deliverable D4.1. The site is available at the address
http://ebsis.info.uaic.ro. Following the initial setup, the maintenance of the site was constantly assured. The site was updated with announcements for all events that were organized as part of the
project. A dissemination section on the site covers press releases, publications related to the project
and posters and flyers for various events. Following the observation received during the first periodical
review, Google Analytics was integrated with the site for measuring the online traffic.

Figure 1 Snapshot of events section on main EBSIS website
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Two separate sites were deployed for the first and the second EBSIS summer schools. They can be
reached at http://ebsis.info.uaic.ro/school2016/ and http://ebsis.info.uaic.ro/school2017/. Both sites
follow a similar organization including a general description of the summer school, the list of the invited lectures and speakers, information about the co-located PhD workshop, logistic and registration
details. The site of the first EBSIS summer school includes also links to the presentations given by the
speakers, as well as the electronic proceedings of the first PhD workshop. This information will also be
added to the site of the 2nd EBSIS summer school after the event.

Figure 2 Snapshot of EBSIS summer school 2017 website

1.2

Posters and announcements of actions

A total of 16 posters were designed during the first half of the project for the various block lectures
and seminars that were announced. In addition, posters for the EBSIS summer schools and for the
BringITon! 2016 workshop were designed. We reproduce these in the following.
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Press releases and project presentations

Several press releases appeared during the first half of the project, as well as a public project presentation. We summarize these below chronologically by year of issue.
2015 – before the project start






An official press release was issued, in Romanian, at the coordinator’s main site for announcing
the start of the EBSIS project. This release is available at the following address:
http://www.uaic.ro/ebsis-proiect-european-de-twinning-cu-universitatile-din-neuchatel-sidresda/.
The previous press release was retrieved and re-issued by two local newspapers – Evenimentul
and Buna Ziua Iasi. Their own press releases on the EBSIS project start are available, in Romanian, at the following addresses: http://www.ziarulevenimentul.ro/stiri/invatamant/stimularea-excelentei-stiintifice-pentru-masteranzii-la-informatica--217262063.html
and
https://www.bzi.ro/link-532804.
A mention of the EBSIS project was integrated in an official press release in French, by the
UNINE partner, which was issued for the main website of UNINE for announcing the start of
several project in connected cloud computing area. This release is available at the following
address:
https://www.unine.ch/unine/home/pour-les-medias/communiques-depresse/2015/informatique_2_millions_de_francs_pour_des_recherches_sur_les_clouds__1.html.
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2016 – months 1-12 of the project




The project activity was presented in a local event, organized independently of the EBSIS project, as part of the wider SEC2U action ( http://startupeuropeuniversities.eu/sec2u-startupeurope-comes-to-the-universities/ ) endorsed by the European Commission. The event
brought together representatives of the local industry interested in the academic work at the
site of UAIC for collaboration perspectives, and included various presentations of activities
within the university. The EBSIS project was included among these. The agenda of the event is
available at this address: https://profs.info.uaic.ro/~itc2fii/events/program.html .
A newsletter covering the project activities during the first project year was issued, made available on the project website and also distributed in physical format at various events (e.g., during the DIEBS special session organized within the DisCoTec 2017 conference with support
from the EBSIS project). We append the newsletter as an annex to the current deliverable.

2017 – months 13-18 of the project


1.4

A press release was issued by the UNINE communication department on the university’s main
Facebook channel (in French) concerning the visit of a delegation from UAIC at UNINE linked
to an advanced specialization session in the context of the DisCoTec 2017 conference and the
organization of the DIEBS special keynotes session within the conference. The release is available at the following address: https://www.facebook.com/UniNeuchatel/photos/a.178225235529622.39766.117573924928087/1566653903353408/?type=3.

Dissemination of scientific results

Although not specifically mentioned in task T2.5, whenever it was possible the participations in external specialization sessions were linked to dissemination of scientific results obtained in the area of the
project or on correlated topics. This helped increasing visibility of the EBSIS project that was acknowledged, as well as of the activity in UAIC in the project technical area. We summarize in the following
the scientific articles that were disseminated in conferences during the first half of the project duration:









Towards Scalable and Dependable Privacy-Preserving Publish/Subscribe Services (Emanuel
Onica, Pascal Felber, Hugues Mercier, Etienne Rivière), in the 46th IEEE/IFIP International Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks – DSN 2016
Elastic and Secure Energy Forecasting in Cloud Environments (André Martin, Andrey Brito,
Christof Fetzer), in the 2nd STREAM Workshop 2016
A Lightweight MapReduce Framework for Secure Processing with SGX (Rafael Pires, Daniel Gavril, Pascal Felber, Emanuel Onica, Marcelo Pasin), in the International Workshop On Assured
Cloud Computing And QoS Aware Big Data in the 17th IEEE/ACM CCGRID conference 2017
Tackling Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows by means of Ant Colony System
(Raluca Necula, Mihaela Breabăn, Mădălina Raschip), in the IEEE Congress on Evolutionary
Computation – CEC 2017
Private Data System enabling Self-Sovereign Storage managed by Executable Choregraphies
(Sînica Alboaie, Doina Cosovan), in the 17th IFIP International Conference on Distributed Applications and Interoperable Systems – DAIS 2017
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Grand Challenge: Optimized Stage Processing for Anomaly Detection on Numerical Data
Streams (Ciprian Amariei, Paul Diac, Emanuel Onica) - in the 11th ACM Distributed and Event
Based Systems conference – DEBS 2017

2. Summary of exploitation activities
As mentioned in the periodical technical report, despite the fact that during the initial planning of the
project the exploitation activities in Task T4.2 were considered for the 2nd half of the project duration,
such activities were started already during the 1st year of the project.
Notable examples include the application and acquisition of a national research grant in the area of
the project by UAIC, and involvement of all three partners in an application for a COST network (currently under evaluation). The acquired national award research grant, contributed already to two significant results:


Support for research work on a scientific article disseminated within EBSIS at the WACC workshop in the IEEE/ACM CCGrid 2017 conference - A lightweight MapReduce framework for secure processing with SGX (R. Pires, D. Gavril, P. Felber, E. Onica, M. Pasin);



Support for the work on implementing of a solution for the annual DEBS Grand Challenge competition – the 2017 edition – one of the most representative scientific competitions in the
technical area of the project. The entry in the competition - Optimized Stage Processing for
Anomaly Detection on Numerical Data Streams: Grand Challenge (C. Amariei, P. Diac, E. Onica).
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Event Based Systems in Iaşi
Newsletter No. 1
EBSIS in 2016

Dear Readers,
This is the first issue of our EBSIS newsletter, containing
information and updates about our project activities and early
results obtained during the first year of the project.

The EBSIS project aims at raising the research profile of the
initiating institution, Faculty of Computer Science, University
Alexandru Ioan Cuza of Iasi, Romania, by extending the ground
base for, and strengthening a new research field, event based
systems – security, dependability and scalability.

During the three-year project, the consortium partners will
collaborate on various activities, from short-term staff
exchanges to the organization of training events and
participation to scientific conferences.
EBSIS Team

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement No 692178

Presentation of the project
The EBSIS project addresses the “Spreading Excellence and Widening Participation” topic in the
Horizon 2020 work programme, and in particular the scope of Twinning actions.
The objective of the project is to stimulate the scientific excellence and to strengthen the research
activity of the Faculty of Computer Science within Universitatea Alexandru Ioan Cuza din Iaşi (UAIC),
Romania, by creating a collaboration link with two internationally leading research institutions:
Institute of Informatics, Université de Neuchâtel, Switzerland and Faculty of Informatics,
Technische Universität Dresden, Germany.
EBSIS will raise the research profile of the initiating institution, Faculty of Computer Science, UAIC,
Romania by extending the ground base for, and strengthening a new research field, event based
systems – security, dependability and scalability.
The project impact will be visible at multiple levels:
 extending the area of knowledge for senior students through specific training,
 strengthening the expertise of senior research staff and
 increasing the networking of the initiating institution through outreach actions.

The specific types of collaboration actions included in the proposal involve
multiple categories of personnel in the initiating institution that will benefit from
the action as targeted audience, from students enrolled in the educational
programme to established researchers.

Block Lectures
Four series of block lectures were organized
during the first year in the premises of UAIC, the
coordinating institution. These lectures were
integrated within the master studies curriculum.
The block lectures were organized in a condensed
manner in sessions spanning two days.

The attendance was formed mostly of
students enrolled in the master programme of
the Faculty of Computer Science in UAIC.
Research topics in relation to the project, which
could be further pursued as part of the
elaboration of master theses were presented.
List of block lectures:
 Introduction to Concurrency
₪ Prof. Pascal
Neuchâtel)

Felber

(Université

de

₪ Dates: May 18-19, 2016
 Introduction to
Dependability

Event

Based

Systems

₪ Dr. André Martin (TU Dresden)
Scientific seminar at UAIC organized in EBSIS project

₪ Dates: May 12-13, 2016
 Introduction to Linear Network Coding

Two staff members of UNINE and two staff
members of TUD were involved as tutoring
personnel in this activity. Each lecture addressed
a topic within the scientific scope of the project or
in the correlated areas of interest.

₪ Alberto Ravagnani
Neuchâtel)

(Université

de

₪ Date: April 25-26, 2016
 Introduction to Secure Network Coding
₪ Dr. Elke Franz (TU Dresden)
₪ Dates: April 27-28, 2016

Outcomes
 three UAIC master students have began a collaboration with UNINE and TUD partners for thesis
co-supervision and had an initial visit to partner institutions for discussions and guidance;
 one new dedicated course related to the project topic was introduced in the curriculum of the
host institution:
₪ “Distributed Event Based Systems” course – within Distributed Systems, Systems
Engineering and Computational Optimization master programme s

Scientific Seminars

Six scientific seminars were organized during the first year of the project at the site of UAIC. Each
seminar included a presentation of a latest research topic given by a staff member of the partner
institutions UniNE and TUD.
The seminars were mostly addressed to the researchers of the organizing institution providing the
opportunity to find out about latest developments and expand research activity interests.
Most presentations touched multiple aspects related to the targeted technical field and actually fit at
the intersection of different research directions. This contributed to reach a wider audience.

Scientific Seminars Focused on Scalability
 EpTO: An Epidemic Total Order Algorithm for
Large-Scale Distributed Systems
₪ Dr. Hugues Mercier (Université de Neuchâtel)
₪ Date: March 1st, 2016
 Codes Endowed with the Rank Metric
₪ Alberto Ravagnani (Université de Neuchâtel)
₪ Date: April 26th, 2016
 Read-Log-Update: A Lightweight Synchronization
Mechanism for Concurrent Programming
₪ Prof. Pascal Felber (Université de Neuchâtel)
₪ Date: May 19th, 2016

Scientific seminar at UAIC organized in EBSIS project

Scientific Seminars Focused on Dependability
 Resilient and Efficient Communication in
Many-Core Systems using Network Coding
₪ Dr. Elke Franz (TU Dresden)
₪ Date: April 28th, 2016

Scientific Seminars Focused on Security
 Secure Content Based Routing and further
directions on Intel SGX (Secure Guard Extensions)
₪ Rafael Pires (Université de Neuchâtel)
₪ Date: November 4th, 2016

 Adaptive Fault Tolerance for Data Streaming
Systems
₪ Dr. André Martin (TU Dresden)
₪ Date: May 13th, 2016

Advanced
Specialization Sessions
Event Based Systems And Related
Topics Seminars Week
This first internal advanced specialization
session was organized at the UniNE partner
between 29.05.2016-5.06.2016 and involved
three senior staff members of UAIC.
The visit was focused on actions targeting
experience exchange between the research
groups in the two institutions.
Presentation in EBSIS seminars week at UniNE

A rich schedule of presentations was programmed for the duration of the visit from both the staff of
UniNE and UAIC.
Various meetings and discussions were held both focused on potential research collaboration on the
main topic of the projects – event based systems, as well as on correlated topics such as information
retrieval and data mining.
External specialization and networking sessions

Big Data Is Watching You: Privacy In The Cloud
Computing Era Workshop

A number of six external events – conferences and
workshops - were attended in the first project year
by three staff members and two PhD students of
the coordinating institution.

Two PhD students and two master students
from UAIC were present at UniNE in a second
advanced internal specialization that took the
form of a workshop.

In addition to the participation of UAIC members,
two members of the partner institutions also
attended two external events on topics related to
EBSIS, with the main purpose of acquiring
knowledge and creating synergies between
different niches.

This workshop was organized independently by
the local doctoral programme of UniNE and was
a good opportunity of combining with an
advanced specialization visit due to the
presence of invited external experts.
This created opportunity for various meetings
and discussions focused on security of
distributed systems both with member of
UniNE staff and as well with external invited
speakers.

Summer School
The first summer school (http://ebsis.info.uaic.ro/school2016) planned in the EBSIS project was
organized by UAIC in Sinaia, Romania, between the 11th and the 15th of July 2016.
The main scope of the event was to increase the expertise and the interest of the host institution
attendees on the technical area of the EBSIS project. Furthermore, the event had a strong networking
component meant to strengthen the academic relations between the staff and students of the three
project partners and external experts.
The main track of the event included a series of presentations given by international experts covering
both event based systems, the main scientific area of interest in the EBSIS project, as well as a variety of
related topics. The summer school included also a doctoral workshop. It provided an opportunity for
PhD students from project partners to share knowledge and discuss their interests and research work.

„The Continuing Arms Race: A Journey in the World of Runtime Exploits and Defenses” presentation session
The total attendance of the summer school numbered 35 participants. 14 of
the participants were academic staff of the three partners and 21 were
students. The gender split in the doctoral workshop participation was 12 male
PhD students and 4 female PhD students, which we consider relatively
satisfactory compared to typical lower percentages in computer science
conferences.

Other Events

BringITOn! 2016 Invited Industry Presentation – Marius Ursache (EterniME, DEToolbox)
For the first year of the project we decided to support the organization of The BringITOn! 2016 workshop.
The workshop covered various fields of computer science including sessions of project ideas presented by
student teams from UAIC as well as from other universities in Romania, tutorials and industry presentations.
The focus was on the projects session, where local industry representatives and investors could see ideas
and prototypes initiated in the academic world that they would be interested to further develop.
26 projects were registered by various students and academics staff groups, representing besides UAIC four
more academic institutions in Romania and two in Republic of Moldova (which counts as one of the focus
countries in our summer schools due to low research development coefficient). In respect to gender balance,
out of the 26 presented projects ideas in the dedicated sessions a number of 18 had at least one female
author. Finally, the number of attendees that visited the project ideas stands during the open sessions were
more than 200.

Open projects ideas session in BringITOn! 2016

Latest news

We invite you to attend the 2017 Summer School on Distributed Event based Systems and related
topics organized as part of the EBSIS Horizon 2020 Twinning project by Alexandru Ioan Cuza
University of Iasi (UAIC, Romania), University of Neuchatel (UniNE, Switzerland) and Technical
University of Dresden (TUD, Germany).
The summer school aims to introduce the participants to a wide range of topics related to security,
scalability and dependability of event based systems. Seven external experts will present timely
subjects covering latest trends in the mentioned technical areas.
The summer school will be located in Timmendorfer Strand, a beautiful beach resort situated at the
bay of Lübeck in Germany. Travel and accommodation costs are covered entirely by the EBSIS
project for a limited number of participants affiliated to any faculty or department in the three
organizing universities. Participation of external attendees is open for a registration fee. More
details are available on the summer school web site: http://ebsis.info.uaic.ro/school2017 .

For up-to-date information about the EBSIS Project, you can subscribe to the EBSIS
feed through the project’s web site.

http://ebsis.info.uaic.ro/

